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The pendular motion of a giant censer (O Botafumeiro) that hangs in the transept of the cathedral 
of Santiago de Compostela, and is cyclically pumped by men who pull at the supporting rope, is 
analyzed. Maximum angular amplitude attainable, and number of cycles and time needed to 
attain it, are calculated; the results agree with observed values (~ 82°, ~ 17 cycles, ~ 80 seconds) 
to the few percent accuracy of both the analysis and the observations and parameter 
measurements. The energy gain in a pumping cycle is obtained for an arbitrary pumping 
procedure to two orders in the small fractional change of pendular length; the relevance of the 
ratio (characteristic radial acceleration during pumping)/g to the gain is discussed- Effects due to 
rope mass, air drag on both Censer and rope, and the fact that the Censer is not a point mass, are 
considered. If the pumping cycle is inverted once the maximum amplitude has been attained, the 
Censer could be swiftly brought to rest, avoiding the usual violent stop. Historically recorded 
accidents, rope shape, and the influence of relevant parameters on the motion are discussed. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Santiago de Compostela, a town in Oalicia, the north-
west region of Spain, was a pilgrims' shrine famous 
throughout Christendom during the Middle Ages.1 The 
Cathedral of Santiago, where the remains of St. James the 
Major are supposed to lie, presents a singular feature dat-
ing from those times: In some liturgical functions a giant 
censer, O Botafumeiro, is hung by a rope from a structure 
high over the crossing and then set into motion along the 
transept.2"^ As it sways like a pendulum after being moved 
slightly off the vertical, a team of men who pull at cords tied 
at the other end of the rope cyclically decrease and increase 
its length at the lowest and highest points of the oscillation, 
respectively. In this way they finally get the Censer to the 
vaults. This is clearly an example of parametric amplifica-
tion by pumping,5 like the familiar swing where a child 
squats and stands up periodically. 
The rite of pumping O Botafumeiro appears to be about 
700 years old. The actual Cathedral, lying on the site of an 
older one razed by muslim leader Almanzor in 997 A.D., 
was built between the years 1075 and 1122 (though towers 
and facades were later substantially modified).6,7 A Codex, 
Liber Sancti Jacobi,8 was donated to the Cathedral within 
the following quarter century; Chapter 3 of its Book III 
describes the ceremony of a procession inside the Cathe-
dral, now still part of the liturgy of some feasts: no mention 
of the Censer is made. But a note in Latin, added at the 
quarter of the 14th century on the margin of folio CLXII of 
the Codex, just after that description, depicts the swinging 
of O Botafumeiro and gives notice that "it is now" part of 
the ceremony.9 Hence, there can be no doubt that the rite 
started between the years 1150 and 1325, closer to the last 
date probably. The next record on the Censer appears in a 
1426 Inventory of the Cathedral10 though the rope was at 
times said1' to have been used in the murder of Archbishop 
Suero Gomez de Toledo, a deed which occurred on 29 June 
1366.12 
The procedure to follow in pumping is far from trivial for 
laymen who, if asked to explain it, usually do handwaving. 
The discovery of the procedure, four centuries before the 
pendulum was studied, was a really nice feat. There is no 
similarity with a swing in this respect. Swings are probably 
as old as children, but then every child would learn to 
pump by himself, much the same way he now learns to ride 
a bicycle, unconscious perception of his own motion being 
part of the process; a rule for pumping swings was never 
needed, and was probably not discussed until recent 
times.13_15 Pumping O Botafumeiro, on the other hand, is a 
team effort, its head, the chief verger of the Cathedral, call-
ing orders where required; body self-perception is not in-
volved. Corrections to the orders were no doubt introduced 
in the early times since pulling at the cords can be per-
formed in a number of inappropriate ways (shortening and 
lengthening the rope continuously along the entire oscilla-
tion, or at the highest and lowest points, respectively, or 
only at either one at alternate times) and there was no 13th 
century dynamics to ask help from. At some point the pro-
cedure became formal and explicit knowhow, in the sense 
that it belonged to a circle of experts and could be transmit-
ted.16 In fact, transmission does appear to have occurred: 
Annals of the Chapter of the Cathedral of Orense (100 km 
to the southeast of Santiago), dating from A.D. 1503, prove 
that a giant censer used to be swung in its transept at that 
time.17 Tradition holds the same for Tuy, 100 km to the 
south of Santiago.3 As a contrast, notice that a big, gold 
censer was hung at old St. Peter's in Rome, in the 7th cen-
tury, by orders of Pope Sergius I, and no record exists of it 
having ever been set into motion.18 
O Botafumeiro used at the present time is made of sil-
vered brass, and dates from 1852 when it replaced an iron 
one.3 The Censer described in the Codex was made of sil-
ver. A new silver Censer was later donated to the Cathedral 
by French King Louis XI, when Dauphin; a Bull threaten-
ing excommunication to anyone who would rob it, was pro-
nounced by Pope Nicholas V on 27 September 1447.2 Ei-
ther Censer broke to pieces in A.D. 1499 in a violent fall 
(that we shall discuss in Sec. VI). Records on a Censer ap-
pear on and off for the following three and a half centuries 
and notice is given of it being made of silver as late as 1615.3 
There is no record however of its replacement by the iron 
one. The silver Censer was said19 to have been taken by 
French troops in a requisition during their 1809 campaign 
in Galicia,6 but it does not appear in the Catalogs, held in 
the Archives of the Cathedral, of objects of precious stones 
or metals requisitioned.3 
The actual structure supporting the Censer, an iron 
frame resting through four iron corbels on the great piers of 
the crossing tower, was built in 1602.20 At that time the 
primitive support, a system of planks set across the tower at 
the height of nave and transept vaults, was thought to ob-
struct excessively the light coming from the windows 
above. A narrow gallery, circling the inside of the tower 
one meter above the frame, was built at the same time. (The 
original crossing tower had been fortified around 1310 and 
then reformed into its extant form during a period of 50 
years about one century later.7) The frame supports two 
coaxial chestnut rollers on which the rope is wound. When 
an old rope must be replaced, last time for the 1975 Jubilee, 
a ladder is let to rest on the frame, from the gallery21; access 
to it is gained from outside, through the windows, after 
walking the stone roof of the nave from an exit just behind a 
tower in the west facade. 
O Botafumeiro had to be an impressive sight in the Mid-
dle Ages. A German, J. Munzer, recorded it in a Latin 
chronicle of his travel through Spain in 1494 A.D., at the 
dawn of America.22 The sight remains impressive at pres-
ent: a mass of 57 kg, getting to a vault 21m high through an 
arch 65 m long, the rope almost horizontal, then falling 
down to pass half a meter above the ground, at 68 km/h. 
Contrary to the case of swings, O Botafumeiro appears 
amenable to a quantitatively detailed and precise analysis. 
We measured parameters relevant to the problem and 
made observations of the motion of the Censer; these ex-
perimental data are given in Sec. II. In Sec. Ill we obtain 
the lowest-order approximation to the energy gain in a cy-
cle, considering both pumping and air drag as weak. In Sec. 
IV we obtain next-order corrections to the energy gain; we 
take into account rope mass and Censer size effects, and 
determine the shape of the rope. This analysis is used in 
Sec. V to make predictions on the motion of the Censer, 
comparing them to the observations of Sec. II. Historically 
recorded accidents are discussed in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII we 
summarize the results and comment on how they are af-
fected by pertinent changes in some parameters. 
II. RELEVANT MEASUREMENTS AND 
OBSERVATIONS 
O Botafumeiro, drawn in Fig. 1, weighs23 53 kg and its 
center of mass lies 50 cm above its base, when vertical. The 
rope presently used has a diameter h = 4.5 cm and a mass 
per unit length A = 0.81 kg/m. Almost 3 m of rope are tied 
to the ring up in the Censer in a gross, heavy knot reaching 
25 cm above its top. 
Figure 2 shows the structure supporting O Botafumeiro: 
the four corbels starting in the great crossing piers, the iron 
frame in which they end, and the two rollers, of diameters 
1 h : 4.5 cm. 
Fig. 1. O Botafumeiro. 
60 and 30 cm, respectively. Wooden guides, hanging 
loosely from the frame to avoid friction, help maintain the 
plane of the oscillation. The axis of the rollers stands 21.8m 
above the ground. 
Once the bowl holding live coals, and then incense, is 
introduced in the Censer, and considering the knot as part 
of it, a nearly rigid body of mass M = 56.5 kg is obtained. 
Its center of mass C lies 55 cm above the base and passes 1.2 
m above the ground in the lowest point of the oscillation. 
Thus L, as given in Fig. 3, measures 20.6 m. The length of 
rope hanging down to the knot, L — / = 19.4 m, weighs 
15.7 kg. 
When the men pull down on their side of the rope, they 
uncoil about 1.45 m of rope from the thin roller. The axis, 
common to both rollers, makes close to two turns, winding 
up a length AL = 2.9 m of rope on the thick one. The am-
plitude of the oscillation when pumping begins, once the 
Censer is moved off the vertical and given a push, is 13°. 
After 80 s and 17 pumping cycles (half-periods of the Cen-
ser as a pendulum), a maximum amplitude of about 82° is 
attained, C reaching within 1 m of the vault. 
III. LOWEST-ORDER ANALYSIS 
Here we neglect both rope mass and Censer size [AL / 
M—>0, / /L—>0). Ignoring pumping and air drag the Censer 
( a ) 
Fig. 2. (a) General view of the structure supporting the Censer; (b) detailed 
view of frame, rollers, and guides for the rope. 
is a pendulum of constant energy 
E=T+U=^ML2e2+MgL(l- cos d), (1) 
where 6 is the angle between the rope and the vertical and U 
is the potential energy measured from the lowest position 
of C. Introducing the oscillation amplitude 8m, where 
6 = 0, we have 
E = MgL (I-cos 6>m), (2) 
<92 = 2<yo(cos6>-cos0m), co20=g/L. (3) 
The period is r = 4<a0" lK (sin 6m /2), where K is the elliptic 
integral of the first kind; r—*2ir/ci)0~9.1 s for 0m—>0, 
r~10 .8sfor# m ~j7 /2 . 
To analyze pumping consider the equations for a pendu-
lum of variable length r, 
M(2r8 + rd)= -Mgsind, 
M[r-r62 -g cos d)= -F, 
(4) 
(5) 
where F is the rope tension. The energy equation, 
dE = - Fdr, follows from adding (4)Xr d6 and (5)Xdr, 
Eq. (4) X r gives the time derivative of angular momentum. 
Assume now that r goes through a pumping cycle (Fig. 4). 
Using just (5) we get the energy gain per cycle, 
AE. = - f Fdr= - f M(r62 + gcos6)dr (6) 







Fig. 3. Schematics showing the Censer hanging in the transept; C is the 
center of mass. 
and Eq. (3) in (6) to obtain 
AE. = -3Mg cosO dr. f (7) 
If pumping occurs in steps around 6 = 0 and 0 = 0, and if 
the duration St of each step is short compared with r, (7) 
becomes 
AE. = 3MgAL {I-cos d„ (8) 
Pendulum, or swing, pumping is often said to be based 
on conservation of angular momentum, MrO, around 
6 = 024; from the corresponding change in T, Adm for the 
cycle can be determined.13 To find AE, changes in [/at each 
step must be taken into account [Haag14 ignored them and 
wrongly got AEP = 2MgAL(l - cos0m)]. Note that 
Mr2!} = const follows from (4) only if \r8 \>g\6 |, that is, if 
AL /g6t2>l. Curry15 derived (8) in the opposite limit: He 
assumed that for AL /L small F would be the same as in 
absence of pumping; Eq. (5) shows that this requires 
\r\~AL/8t2<g. Our analysis proves that (8) is valid for 
AL /LandSt/r small,and4L /gSt2 arbitrary.Equation(7) 
generalizes (8) to St / r arbitrary, and clearly shows that 
AEP is maximum if pumping is instantaneous. 
To analyze air drag, we let AL /L—*0. The drag on the 
Censer is written as25 
FD= -iPycSCD[vc/vc), (9) 
where S is a convenient area and CD the drag coefficient; 
we took S=ir{I/3)2. Compressibility effects are negligible 
(vc < 20 m/s). Thus CB only depends on a Reynolds num-
ber, say Re=llvc/3v, v being the air kinematic viscosity 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
: _ _ ) . 
Fig. 4. Schematics of a pumping cycle (1-+5) for a simple pendulum. The 
dotted line represents overshooting. 
(~0.15 cm2/s). The range of interest is 105 <Re < 106. Ta-
ble I shows CD(Re), measured in a wind tunnel using a 
commercial model of the Censer (scale 1/4.5 within a few 
percent); the lift (toward the base) is also shown.26 At the 
highest Re the turbulent boundary layer is already de-
tached. In using (9) we assumed that the Censer moves in 
steady translation normal to its axis: The speeds of charac-
teristic points of the Censer lie within the narrow range 
Ml + 1/3L )=:uc(l ± 0.02); again, the characteristic time 
for air to flow around it, l/3vc, is much less (by a factor / / 
3L) than the acceleration time vc/v\L "\ 
We write the drag on the element Ss of the rope at dis-
tance s from its top as 
8fD{s) = ~ hPaV2hSscD{s)[vs/vs), vs = vcs/L (10) 
and use the coefficient cD of an infinite cylinder in steady 
translation of velocity vs normal to its axis. This approxi-
mation just requires h /s to be small. The Reynolds number 
is Res = hvs/v~0.06Res/L. 
The energy loss is then 
Using (3), y2 = L 29 2, and dt = dd /6, and integrating from 
— 6m to 6m we get the loss per cycle 
AED = - lMgLeP(6m)(\ -co%6„ (12) 
Table I. Drag and lift coefficients of Censer versus Reynolds number. R, 





















P(0J=(sin 0m - 0m cos 6m)/(l - cos 0m), (13) 
e =
 PaL (SCD + hLcD/A)/M ; (14) 
CD = 0.59 and cD = 1.1527 are average drag coefficients, 
accurate within a few percent. From Eqs. (2), (8), and (12), 
we finally obtain AE = AEp + AED, or 
A (I- cos 0„ 3AL 
1 — cos 0„ 
-2eP(9„ (15) 
IV. SECOND-ORDER RESULTS 
A. Drag and pumping corrections 
The first-order energy changes found in Sec. Ill for the 
cycle 1—>-5 (Fig. 4) can be easily separated into four stages, 
E\\= -MgAL cos0m , E\\ = MgAL(3-2cos 0J , 
(16) 
E\32=E\l= -MgLeP(0m)(l-cos0m), (17) 
from which (8) and (12) are recovered. The oscillation am-
plitudes at points 2, 3, and 4 can be obtained from (16) and 
(17) and from the obvious expressions 
E (1) = MgL - Mg(L - AL )cos 0ml, E (2) = MgL 
— MgL cos 0m2, etc.: 
cos 0m2 = cos 0ml =cos 0m , 
cos 0m3 = cos 0m + eP (0m)(1 - cos 0m), 
cos0m4 = cos0m3 - (3AL/L){\- cos 0J. 
Since <5f / r is small the energy changes take place succes-
sively. Hence, to get drag-pumping cross terms we just re-
place 0m in (16) and (17) by the modified amplitude at the 
start of each stage; for stage 4—>5 we also use L — AL in-
stead of L. The second-order cross terms to be added to (8) 
and (12) are then 
MgAL [erP(9J - 3e0m ](1 - cos6 J, 
(18) 
er=PaL2hcDMM. 
To get second-order drag terms we ignore pumping and 
exactly solve Eq. (11), which can be rewritten as 
i g = — l-p.L>(sCD +hk-CDy=G(E,8); 
12;, 
L. Taking (cos# — cos0m) small in step 1—*2, and 
( l - c o s 0 ) ~ 0 2 / 2 small in step 3->4, Eq. (21) yields 
(8) + corrections terms, 
AL2 r2 




+ ^Mg J> dr. (22) 
The integrals do depend on the pumping process, and in 
particular, on the ratio AL /gSt2; they vanish for instantan-
eous pumping (AL /gSt2—•<»). Tea and Falk15 took that 
limit [AL/L = 0(1), St/r small]. Unfortunately, such an 
approximation is invalid for the Censer, and for swings that 
hang by ropes: r cannot exceed 3g during the positive r 
motions at 6 = 0 and 6 = 0. Usually, AL /gSt2 = O (1) in 
swings with rigid bars too (F/Mg is of order unity). 
Step 1—^2 seems to be close to a free fall. Making this 
approximation, (22) transforms into 
(22') 
-M^L[(M^1 /V(J>J(1-
X ( l - c o s 0 J , 
where 
- c o s 0 J + 3 / ^ 
=(yi + ir,z-yjy2m+l) V' (23) 
;> m =cos0 m / (2dL/L) 1 / 2 . 
Note that (22') is of order (AL /L )3/2 for cos 0m small 
enough. The integral from 3 to 4 was rearranged by setting 
t = 0 at 9 = 0, using 02 = dzt2 and (3), and defining 
/ = - J** gt2 dr/AL 2. To estimate / we solve (5) with the 
model 
bg, > 3 < ' < ' , . 
r = (3-2cos8m)g (free fall), t^<t<t4. 
Initial conditions are r3 = L, r3 = 0; rnd r are continuous 
at tm. We determine f„ and t4 by setting r = L — yAL at 
r = 0(y> l,Fig. 4) and r4 = L— AL, respectively. We can 
thus calculate I(dm,b,ygt\/AL), and 03 and 04 as well. 
Bounds on b,ygt \ /AL can be inferred from observations 
and reasonable estimates of maximum force exerted by the 
men at the rope; typically — 0.2 < / < 0.2 (the overshooting 
can make / negative). In the following we set 1 = 0. 
62is given by (1) so that G is linear in E. We integrate from B. kL /M and / /L corrections 
8 = -0m, E = MgL - Mg(L - AL )cos 0m, to the angle 
where 0 vanishes again. Expanding the result in powers of 
e, we obtain the desired correction to (12), 
2MgLe20mP(0m)(l-coS0m). (19) 
Finally, we ignore drag and integrate (L — AL )d0 X Eq. 
(4) between points 1 and 5 to get 
[\M(L-AL)r02- Mg(L - AL )cos 0 ] | \ 
Figure 5 shows the Censer as a compound, double pen-
dulum hanging by a heavy rope. First take l/L = 0, and let 
r(s,t) be the vector from point 0 to the element s of the rope. 
The equation for 7 is 
'^-*
+s('-£K**-(!r m* dv \3f/dt I 
2 )x M(L-AL)0
2dr. (20) 
The left-hand side is AE. Subtracting 2xEq. (20) from 
3xEq. (6) and using (3) in the integral J"f [r — (Z, 
— AL )]02dr we obtain 
r5 
AE. = - 3Mg\ 1 + 2 f(' r-(L-ALY |cos<9rfr;(21) 
Eq. (21) carries the general result (7) to second order in AL / 
(24) 
To lowest order both df/ds and the tension Fs are indepen-
dent of s. Consider orthonormal vectors 5 and w; u points 
fromO to A (=C for l/L = 0) to all orders. Writing 
r = s«(/) + r,(s,f ) + ••., we use r(s = 0) = 0, 
r(s = L) • w = 0, and \df/ds\ = 1 to get rt = rjv and 
r,(s = L) = 0. Thusr c = Lu. To obtain the total energy we 
add the rope energy (where r ~ su) to (1): 
E = yigL 2 + MgL (1 + AL/2M)(\ - cos 0m), (25) 
6>2 = 26>21(l+AZ,/6Af)(cos6>-cos0m). (26) 
Fig. 5. The Censer as a compound, double pendulum, hanging by a heavy 
rope. 
ment of inertia with respect to an axis through C is 
/— 10~3ML 2. Double pendulum effects would be much 
larger if the amplitude of the relative oscillation, 
ip=02 — &i> were comparable to 0m [its frequency is of the 
order of a0(L/l)il2^(o0\ Fortunately, the ratio i/>m/0m is 
observed to be small. To see why, consider the equation for 
ip, $ — — IFip/I; in the absence of pumping the frequency, 
and thus the energy, of ^  just oscillates with the long period 
r.30 Pumping is accompanied by sudden changes in F, and 
thus in the frequency of ip; the sudden change in oscillation 
energy will depend on the value of the phase at the time. 
Hence, we would expect ipm to exhibit fluctuations instead 
of monotonous growth as the motion proceeds.} 
V. UP TO THE VAULT AND DOWN 
Let 0„=0m(n) be the amplitude at the end of the nth 
pumping cycle. Then Eq. (15) takes the form 
cos0„
 + 1 -cos(9„ 
= - [3AL/L-2eP{0n)](\-cos0„). (32) 
For 0m small (26) gives the well-known frequency 
<y0(l + AL /12M).28-29 
To find corrections to Eqs. (8) and (12), we solve (24) to 
first order; Fs=Fs{s = L) is obtained from (5), using r — L, 
r = 0, and (26). Then 
[\-s/L)s/lL \AL 
3 cos 6 — 2 cos 6, 
s2 
[SO- —)sin 6 2L) 
+ e r ( l + i - + - ^ ) ( c o s 0 - c o s 0 j ] , 
F, = Mg(3 cos 0 - 2 cos 6m) + W ( y - - 4 ) 
X(cos 6 - cos 6J + (1 - —) cos 0 1. 
(27) 
(28) 
For AL /gSt2-^0 we have AE = AL [Fs[s = 0,0 = 0) 
— Fs(s = 0,0 = 0m)]; the correction to (8) is then 
ULgAL(\ - cos 8m)/3. (29) 
For AL /gSt 2-*oo, conservation of total angular momen-
tum (ML 20 + AL 30 /3) at 0 = 0 leads to a kinetic energy 
change; adding the potential energy changes at 0 = —0m 
and 0 = 0 for both Censer and rope, (29) is again recovered. 
We shall use (29) for AL /gSt2 arbitrary. Corrections to (12) 
arise from using (26) instead of (3) in u2 = L 28 2, and using 
vs = 0 (s + drx/d0 )w — 0rji instead of vs = svc/L = 8sw; 
the AL /M correction to (12) is then 
&gL 2/mQer ~ e)P (0m)(1 - cos 0m). (30) 
g is a function of 0m satisfying 0.92<Q< 1.10 for 
13" < 0m < 82°; we shall use Q = 1 in the following. There is 
no drag-drag correction due to rope curvature because the 
€r term in (27) is an even function of 0. 
Now take AL /M = 0,1 /L / 0 . We find a correction to 
(12), 
WglerP(0m)(\-oos0m); (31) 
it arises from using a rope length L — / instead of L in the 
rope drag. We find (1) valid to within 1%. [Compound 
pendulum effects are negligible simply because the mo-
With the corrections (18), (19), (22'), (29)-(31), and (25), and 
setting / = 0, Q = 1, we have instead 
! 1 + £ > - ' • • • cos 0„ 
= \ML\\ UL 
[Li 9M 
2e?(0n 1 + AL_ 6M 
- (^J'WHI-COS^)] 
e \2L 15M L) 
+ • 
W„AL 
rHY- COS0„ (33) 2LP(6n 
<f> (y) is given by (23). Figure 6 shows the solution to Eq. (33) 
with initial condition 0O = 13°, using pa = 1.25 kg/m3 and 
the data of Sees. II and III; when «—• oo, 0„ tends to a limit 
8a for which the bracket vanishes. Also shown is the time 
tn at the end of each cycle; tn is obtained from the equation 
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Fig. 6. Oscillation amplitude and time elapsed at end of each pumping 
cycle (numbers displayed are cycle numbers). (0) Obtained from Eqs. (33) 
and (34); (X) obtained from a gross approximation (Sec. V), and shown for 
comparison. 
form VI. ACCIDENTS 
2
 v( . Qn \ L AL AL 
+(^~f'"'" i)eiH' (34) 
Equation (34) exhibits first-order corrections to the half-
period of a simple pendulum. The last term, where Qx in-
volves complete elliptic integrals, can be neglected for all 
6„ here. For comparison Fig. 6 also shows 0n and t„ as 
given by the gross approximations (32) and tn + 1 =tn 
+ 2<yo-1A'(sin0„/2). 
The fact that the amplitude cannot exceed a maximum 
value #„ is confirmed by experience (the men who pump 
are really unable to hit the vault with the Censer).21 The 
observed value of the maximum (82 + 2°) is in good agree-
ment with our prediction (#„ ~85°), which is also accurate 
to within 2 or 3 degrees: The bracket of (33), an expansion 
to two orders in the small parameters AL /L, AL /M, etc., 
has an accuracy of a few percent. The uncertainty in AL 
(2.9 ± 0.3 m) is large, but we checked that a 10% error in 
AL leads to a 3% error inj?^ . Few percent uncertainties in 
other quantities (pa,M,CD, and so on) are found to hardly 
affect the value of 6X . 
The observed number of pumping cycles (17 + 1) is in 
good agreement with the value n „ (~ 18) required in Fig. 6 
to get within a few degrees from 0m . Again the major un-
certainty is AL; it may lead to an error of + 1 in n
 x. Figure 
6 predicts a time ti7 [weakly dependent on AL according to 
Eq. (34)] that agrees within a few percent with the mea-
sured duration of 17 cycles (~ 80 s). 
Once pumping ceases, the oscillation amplitude de-
creases due to air drag. The decrease is naturally very slow 
at low amplitudes as shown in Fig. 7, obtained by taking 
0O = 82° and setting AL = 0; we used Eq. (32) for simpli-
city. In actual fact the head of the team finally halts the 
Censer by sheer force. Note however that the Censer could 
be efficiently braked by inverting the pumping cycle of Fig. 
4 (rope lengthening at 8 = 0, shortening at 0 = 0). This 
would amount to changing the sign of AL in (32); the rela-
tion 0m («) that ensues is shown in Fig. 7 for comparison. 
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Fig. 7. Amplitude decay from its maximum value, versus half-period 
number, using Eq. (32) for simplicity: ( + ) no pumping, AL-+0; (X) in-
verted pumping cycle, AL—• — AL. 
If pumping is ignored the tension f in the rope is largest 
when 0 = 0, at high 0m [Eq. (28)]. Pumping changes this: 
accidents in which the Censer would break loose are in fact 
more probable when 9 = 9m, at low 6m. This is because a 
large tension must develop to stop the fall 1—>-2 (Fig. 4) in 
each pumping cycle; the work by F during the stop, 
MgAL cos 9m, is smaller at higher amplitudes. Such an ac-
cident did actually occur in the past. On 23 May 1622, the 
rope broke and the Censer fell vertically (implying 9~8m) 
near the men who pull at the rope (implying low 9m: the 
men stand almost below the supporting frame).3 
Pumping at 0 = 0 is a second occasion for accidents. At 
high 8m the tension during the positive f motion (Sec. IV A) 
could easily be twice as large as the maximum tension 
(~ 3Mg) in the absence of pumping. History has recorded 
just one more accident, and it seems to fit those conditions. 
The Censer hangs by four chains from the top ring (Fig. 1). 
On 25 July 1499, the chains broke and the Censer flew to 
one side of the transept, crushing at the door.2'31 Note that 
if one of the chains broke during pumping around 0 = 0, 
and if 0m was high, the angle 0b at which the Censer got 
loose needed not be small. We now show that the door, 
distant 32.5 m from the center, could indeed be reached 
only if 0m was high and 0b moderate. To this end consider 
the free motion after breaking, neglect air drag, and set 
cos 8m = 0. When the Censer gets level with the lowest 
point of oscillation, its distance D to the center is given by 
D = (L - AL)[sin 0b(l + 2cos2 0„) 
+ 2cos3/206(l-cos30fc)1/2] . 
D presents a maximum, ~42 m, at 0b = 41°. The maxi-
mum would be reduced by air drag. Clearly D could be less 
than 32.5 m if cos 0m was not small or if 0b departed sensi-
bly from its optimum value. 
Figure 8 shows quantitatively why accidents involving 
the rope and the first arch in the transept do not occur. 
Equation (27) was used to draw the shape of the rope at 
maximum amplitude. Due to its own weight the rope bends 




Fig. 8. Shape of the rope at 0 = 6m, for 6m = 60° and 6m = 82° (maximum 
amplitude). 
VII. SUMMARY AND COMMENTS 
Our analysis of O Botafumeiro as a pumped pendulum 
yielded the angular amplitude, and the time elapsed, at the 
end of each pumping cycle. We found that as the number of 
cycles increases the amplitude goes to a limit value 0 „ , just 
below the vault. We obtained the time and the number of 
cycles required to get within a few degrees from 9X . To the 
accuracy achieved (a few percent) all results are in agree-
ment with observations. 
We carried out a quite general analysis of the pumping 
process. The energy gain per cycle for an arbitrary manner 
of pumping was obtained to second order in the ratio AL / 
L, L and L — AL being the maximum and minimum pen-
dular lengths. The ratio AL /gSt2, where St is the duration 
of each pumping step, is the parameter affecting the result 
(which is optimum for AL /gSt2—• oo). We took into account 
air drag, both on the Censer and the rope, and the rope 
mass effects, as well as the fact that the Censer is not a point 
mass. Historically recorded falls and rope bending were 
also considered. We finally suggested that once the Censer 
reaches the vault, it could be efficiently braked so as to 
avoid the violent final stop, by inverting the pumping cycle. 
Some comments on the values of relevant parameters are 
appropriate. One may presume that when the pumping 
procedure was discovered seven centuries ago a single roll-
er was used to coil on and support the rope. The value of AL 
had to be then the length of rope that the men pull down 
(~ 1.5 m, the largest to allow confortable pumping). For 
AL~ 1.5 m, Eq. (33) yields 9X -55°, well below the vault. 
Probably the need to increase AL was felt soon and led to 
the actual use of two rollers with diameter ratio of 2: ac-
cording to the oldest record (mentioned in Sec. I) the Cen-
ser used to reach the vault at the time. 
The present rope, of diameter h = 4.5 cm, replaced one 
with h = 4 cm in 1975. A photograph taken in the first 
third of this century shows a rope with h = 3.2 cm.4 Re-
cords from the 17th century3 suggest an even thinner diam-
eter at that time. Aside from a major probability of break-
ing a thin rope produces weak accidents. For h = 3.2 cm, 
say, rope deflection is about half as large as at present (Fig. 
8); at maximum amplitude the rope would hinge on the first 
arch of the transept. Further, both energy pumped in and 
rope drag decrease with h; it appears that lowering h suffi-
ciently would increase 9X by a few degrees: the Censer 
would touch the vault, a fact now impossible that did hap-
pen in the past.3 
On occasions the men at the rope have tried and failed to 
pump a light silver ornament that usually hangs in the 
crossing in the place of the Censer.21 This can be easily 
explained. At high amplitudes the energy pumped in per 
cycle is of the order of MgAL, where M is the mass of the 
object being pumped; the energy loss due to rope drag is of 
the order of pagL 3h, the remaining drag loss is of the order 
oipagL 2S (S =object front area). For M small enough 9X 
will clearly be small. A censer too light cannot be pumped. 
Pumping a giant censer in a Gothic cathedral would 
have been an almost impossible feat. Gothic vaults are typi-
cally twice as high (—40 m) as the Romanesque vault of 
Santiago. Doubling L would increase the energy loss well 
over one order of magnitude; M, and thus both S and h, 
would have to be larger. A team of more than 50 men 
would be needed and the mass of the Censer would exceed 
500 kg, a definite hardship on the supporting structure. 
Note that enlarging AL (instead of M) by a factor of 10 to 
about 3L /4 , would make the pumping cycle unfeasible. 
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